
 
 
 
 
 
TRIP Incidents: 
TA_619_09/02/2015 (686587) I-20 east at I-285 west (Barrow) 
Activated TRIP: GSP Op. Anderson  HERO on scene: HERO 511 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 

10:22 $3,500.00 57 382 Rollover 

A tractor trailer traveling on the ramp too quickly overturned, damaging guardrail and spilling cargo 
(floor tiles).  
 
TA_620_09/03/2015 (687109) I-75 south at S.R. 120 Loop/South Marietta Parkway (Marietta) 
Activated TRIP: HERO 510 HERO on scene: HERO 510 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 

10:40 $2,500.00 35 76 Collision 

A mobile crane and multiple vehicles, including a car hauler, were involved in a wreck. The pins holding 
the crane in place broke. The TRIP tower had to assist in securing the crane so that it was safe to 
separate the collided vehicles and relocate all of them.   
 
TA_621_09/03/2015 (687137) I-285 west at Spur 14 (Southside) 
Activated TRIP: HERO 511 HERO on scene: HERO 511 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 

11:12 $3,500.00 86 735 Rollover 

A tractor trailer overturned, hitting the concrete wall and spilling its load (powered protein supplement). 
The truck had to be unloaded to be uprighted due to damage from the impact. During the recovery 
operation, a passenger vehicle spun around at the scene and almost caused a crash.  
 
TA_622_09/03/2015 (687448) I-85 north at Hamilton Mill Road (Willard) 
Activated TRIP: Gwinnett Sgt. Milsap HERO on scene: HERO 521 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 

23:33 $2,500.00 39 208 Rollover 

A truck overturned, and TRIP was activated before HERO arrived. The vehicle was moved to the side and 
uprighted.  
 
TA_623_09/07/2015 (688626) I-85 north at Jimmy Carter Boulevard (Willard) 
Activated TRIP: GSP Op. Chapelle HERO on scene: HERO 519 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 

16:26 $2,500.00 28 55 Collision 

A tractor trailer was cut off by another driver, causing the truck to hit a wall and knock off its rear tires. 
The truck was hooked to wreckers and moved backward to a nearby gore area. Tandem wheels were 
placed under the trailer and it was moved away.  
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TA_624_09/08/2015 (688810) I-75 south at Mt. Zion Boulevard (New Image) 
Activated TRIP: HERO 511 HERO on scene: HERO 530  

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 

7:52 $2,500.00 15 28 Jackknife 

A tractor trailer jackknifed and hit a wall. The overall recovery was simple.  
 
TA_625_09/08/2015 (689291) I-285 north at Cascade Road (Southside) 
Activated TRIP: HERO 516 HERO on scene: HERO 516 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 

22:58 $3,500.00 58 106 Lost Load 

A garbage truck traveled with its tailgate open, causing an extensive spilling of trash. The vehicle was 
never located. TRIP was activated to accommodate cleaning up the garbage. TRIP Managers approved 
payment for this incident as there was no other financial recovery resource available.  
 
TA_626_09/09/2015 (689349) I-20 west at S.R. 92/Fairburn Road (Barrow)  
Activated TRIP: HERO 512 HERO on scene: HERO 512 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 

7:52 $3,500.00 29 149 Collision 

A dump truck did not put down its bed and hit a bridge, which caused the vehicle to flip. The truck 
crossed over into oncoming traffic.  
 
TA_627_09/09/2015 (689730) I-285 west at Chamblee Dunwoody/North Shallowford Road (S&W)  
Activated TRIP: CHATCOM Op. 5081 HERO on scene: HERO 515 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 

18:08 $0.00 26 95 Collision 

A tractor trailer hit another tractor trailer. The striking vehicle was disabled and had to be relocated. A 
large amount of vehicle fluids were spilled. The supervisor and support truck were late – no payout. 
 
TA_628_09/10/2015 (690311) I-20 west at I-285 north (Barrow) 
Activated TRIP: HERO 515 HERO on scene: HERO 515 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 

20:18 $3,500.00 46 97 Jackknife 

A tractor trailer came to rest over a guardrail. The trailer broke during the collision, and guardrail pieces 
entered the roadway.  
 
TA_629_09/10/2015 (690120) S.R. 400 north at Holcomb Bridge Road (United) 
Activated TRIP: HERO 514 HERO on scene: HERO 514 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 

14:00 $3,500.00 25 73 Rollover 

A dump truck carrying shingles overturned. Some of the load spilled.  The bed had to be separated from 
the chassis to relocate the wreck. A towing company called to the scene initially attempted to move the 
damaged vehicle using a truck that wasn’t adequate to complete the work. The area’s assigned TRIP 
company is a subcontractor to the other tow company called to the scene. As a result of this incident, 
Roswell responders have requested SHRP2 and TRIP training.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



TA_630_09/15/2015 (691951) I-285 north at S.R. 6/Camp Creek Parkway (Southside) 
Activated TRIP: HERO 513 HERO on scene: HERO 513 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 

9:09 $3,500.00 49 193 Collision 

A multi-vehicle incident resulted in a damaged tractor trailer spilling fluids and large debris field covering 
many lanes. Responders were concerned about the truck’s corrosive load being spilled. HERO and the 
TRIP company stayed in close communication to access the scene more efficiently. The owners of a truck 
involved in the wreck arrived and deployed a drone to record the scene. This is not to be encouraged, 
particularly in areas near airports. Notify law enforcement of such a situation.  
 
TA_631_09/23/2015 (695393) I-285 north at Martin Luther King Jr. Drive (Southside) 
Activated TRIP: HERO 433 HERO on scene: HERO 520 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 

4:00 $2,500.00 10 32 Trailer Split Open 

A bouncing tractor trailer broke its trailer, causing it to split. The trailer was relocated without opening 
completely.  
 
TA_632_09/24/2015 (696214) I-75 north at S.R. 120 Loop/N. Marietta Parkway (Marietta) 
Activated TRIP: HERO 514 HERO on scene: HERO 514 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 

15:17 $3,500.00 79 305 Rollover 

A truck hauling dirt overturned, spilling the load across travel lanes. Much of the load was moved to the 
shoulder to be removed later. Oil dry was placed on the dirt left in lanes to increase traction.  
 
TA_633_09/24/2015 (696202) I-285 north at Martin Luther King Jr. Drive (Southside) 
Activated TRIP: HERO 515 HERO on scene: HERO 515 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 

15:12 $2,500.00 38 331 Rollover 

A tractor trailer rolled over as it was attempting to avoid colliding with a bus.  
 
TA_634_09/25/2015 (696630) S.R. 400 north at I-285 (Barrow) 
Activated TRIP: CHATCOM / Sgt. Kalish  HERO on scene: HERO 518 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 

11:45 $3,500.00 73 381 Rollover 

A multi-vehicle collision caused a tanker truck and tractor trailer to fall off of I-285 on to 400. There 
were extensive clean-up efforts and delays associated with the recovery. The tanker truck was initially 
thought to be full, but it was not. Responders reported that on-scene communication might have been 
handled better to produce faster decision making, but the overall effort went well. Another area TRIP 
company provided a Bobcat to assist the assigned TRIP company in clearing the scene more quickly.  
 
TA_635_09/26/2015 (697217) I-75 north at mile post 301 (Matthews) 
Activated TRIP: Bartow County Op. 643  HERO on scene: ICA (Terry Rutledge) 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 

19:13 $3,500.00 61 146 Collision 

A tractor trailer stopped on the shoulder was struck by a passenger vehicle. The TRIP company assisted 
in various aspects of the recovery, including removing the deceased driver of the passenger vehicle and 
shielding the site from passing motorists.  
 
 
 
 



TA_636_09/26/2015 (697129) I-285 north at I-20 west (Barrow) 
Activated TRIP: HERO 519 HERO on scene: HERO 519 

Activation TRIP Bonus Roadway Clearance Incident Clearance Type 

13:33 $0.00 55 137 Jackknife 

The TRIP company assigned to this area was out of service assisting with the final recovery of the 
incident that occurred with TA_634. The out-of-service TRIP company appeared to have attempted to 
transfer their call to another TRIP company, which is not permitted. TRIP activation has to come from 
the TMC. When a TRIP company is out of service, they must call the TMC in advance to notify them of 
this status change.  
 
The responding TRIP company did not secure a notice to proceed time as their 50-ton vehicle would be 
late; the rest of the response activity was supplied by the equipment on-scene. This is also not a 
permissible arrangement. It is not the place of the TRIP company to attempt to make this judgment call 
without regard to missing required performance measure metrics. At a minimum, the TMC should be 
contacted to properly record times. Required equipment did not arrive – zero payout to either TRIP 
company. 
 
 
 Announcements: 

 Executive Briefing Breakfast – Sponsors and invitees only – Oct. 19. Sponsorship info online at 
TIMETaskForce.com or by calling Jeff at 678-730-7417. 
 

 TIMESaver Awards. Nominate TRIP incident and agencies for recognition. Awards to be given at 
the Executive Briefing Breakfast. Email jeff.corbin@parsons.com. 

 

 Roadway and Safety Improvements. GDOT is seeking your input for suggested roadway and 
safety improvements in metro Atlanta. Send suggestions with as much detail as possible to 
jeff.corbin@parsons.com. 

 

 Trip II Class. Class is scheduled for Oct. 10-11. New Image Towing and Recovery will host the 
training. Contact John Weaver at jw50mbs@aol.com to RSVP. 
 

 TRIP Orientation Class. Managers of the Towing and Recovery Incentive Program (TRIP) will 
conduct two identical open house / orientation sessions regarding TRIP. 
 
Oct. 22, 2015 - 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. 
HERO HQ - 515 Plasters Avenue, Atlanta, GA 30324. 
 
Presentations will be the same at each session, and both meetings are free. The meetings will 
cover application and program specification updates taking place before the November open 
enrollment period. 

 
Adjourn  
 
Next Meeting – Nov. 5, 2015 
 


